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Annual Implementation Statement for the Year Ended 31 December 2021 

1. Introduction

This statement sets out how, and the extent to which, the Statement of Investment Principles (“SIP”) produced by the Trustee has been followed during the 

year to 31 December 2021 (the “Plan year”). This statement has been produced in accordance with the Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment and 

Disclosure) (Amendment and Modification) Regulations 2018 (as amended) and the guidance published by the Pensions Regulator. The statement sets out 

how, and the extent to which, the policies in the SIP have been followed. It also details the engagement and voting activities of the Plan. 

The statement relates to the relevant SIPs in place over the period, namely the SIP in force between 1st January 2021 and 3rd May 2021, and the SIP in force 

between 4th May 2021 and 31 December 2021. This statement should be read in conjunction with the SIP, which is included on pages 115 to 121 and at: 

Statement of Investment Principles. Note that throughout this statement, the following investment managers are referred to: 

- Abrdn plc (“Abrdn”), formerly known as Aberdeen Standard and Standard Life

- Baillie Gifford & Co (“Baillie Gifford”)
- HSBC Global Asset Management (“HSBC”)
- J.P. Morgan Asset Management (“JPMAM”)
- Jupiter Management (“Jupiter”)
- Legal & General Investment Management (“LGIM”)
- Nordea Asset Management (“Nordea”)
- Partners Group (“Partners”).

2. Statement of Investment Principles

The Trustee reviewed and updated the SIP during the Plan year, and the new SIP was signed on 4th May 2021. Updates were made primarily to reflect 

enhancements to the Plan’s investment options, which were: 

• Following the Trustee initiating discussions on new offerings, LGIM agreed to provide a new version of their Global Equity Market Weight (30:70) Index GBP

Hedged Fund (which comprises 55% of the Initial Growth Portfolio of the Plan’s lifestyle strategies, including the Default Strategy). The new fund, the LGIM

Carbon Transition Global Equity 30:70 Index GBP Hedged Fund, aims to reduce emissions intensity (a measure of carbon exposure) by 70% against the

benchmark index, and to keep the emissions intensity consistent with a decarbonisation pathway, to net zero by 2050. The SIP was updated to document a

move to this new fund within the Initial Growth Portfolio (replacing the prior vehicle), and the launch of the new fund as a Freestyle choice.

• The Trustee replaced the Baillie Gifford Global Alpha Fund with the Baillie Gifford Paris-Aligned Global Alpha Fund. The new fund aims to invest in a manner

that is consistent with the objectives of the Paris Climate Agreement. For example, over time, Baillie Gifford will manage the fund to achieve a carbon footprint

lower than the MSCI ACWI Paris-Aligned index which itself has a carbon footprint 50% lower than the standard MSCI index with an annual decarbonisation

target of at least 7%.
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• The Jupiter Global Sustainable Equities Fund was introduced to the Plan’s range. This aims to invest in ‘high quality companies leading the transition to a

more sustainable economy’. The fund maintains an 80% lower carbon footprint than the MSCI ACWI and aligns to a Net Zero Carbon economy.

3. Assessment of how the policies in the SIP have been followed for the Plan year

The information provided in the following tables highlights the work undertaken by the Trustee during the year, and longer term where relevant, and sets out 

how this work followed the Trustee’s policies in the SIP. In summary, it is the Trustee’s view that the policies in the SIP have been followed during the year. 

Requirement Relevant SIP Policy In the year to 31 December 2021 

Securing compliance 

with the legal 

requirements about 

choosing investments. 

Sections 1 and 2. In line with the policy, the Trustee obtained and considered advice from the Investment Consultant during 

the year whenever new investments were chosen (new investments are detailed later in this table). The 

Plan’s Investment Consultant also attended all meetings of the Plan’s Investment Committee during the year 
and provided updates on the investments and, where required, appropriateness of the funds used.  

Kinds of investments to 

be held and the balance 

between different kinds 

of investments. 

Sections 5, 6 and 11 

document the asset 

classes and funds 

used and the asset 

allocation of each 

fund. 

The default investment option is reviewed no less frequently than triennially, and the last formal triennial 

review was completed in 2020. The overall default investment strategy in terms of asset allocation did not 

change during the Plan year, and as such the kinds of investment held in the Plan and the balance between 

those investments remain consistent with the SIP.  

There was however a change to the underlying equity investment fund used in the Initial Growth Portfolio, 

which is used within the Plan’s lifestyle strategies, including the default arrangement. This change was to 
replace the LGIM Global Equity Market Weight (30:70) Index – GBP Hedged Fund (which forms 55% of the 

Initial Growth Portfolio) with the LGIM Carbon Transition Global Equity 30:70 Index – GBP Hedged Fund. 

The new fund maintains the same geographical allocation and risk and return characteristics, but has an 

objective to reduce emissions intensity (a measure of carbon exposure) by 70% against the benchmark 

index, and to keep the emissions intensity consistent with a decarbonisation pathway, to net zero by 2050.  

The Trustee continued its ongoing review of the Plan’s Freestyle fund range during the Plan year. The 

following additions and changes were made during the Plan year:  

• The LGIM Carbon Transition Global Equity 30:70 Index GBP Hedged Fund was added to the range.
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J.P. MORGAN UK PENSION PLAN (the “Plan”) 
Requirement Relevant SIP Policy In the year to 31 December 2021 

• The Trustee replaced the Baillie Gifford Global Alpha Fund with the Baillie Gifford Paris-Aligned
Global Alpha Fund. The new fund aims to invest in a manner consistent with the aims of the Paris

Agreement (this Agreement, adopted by 196 state parties in December 2015, is to limit the average

temperature rise to well below 2° C above pre-industrial levels and to strive for 1.5° C). For example, over

time, Baillie Gifford will manage the fund to achieve a carbon footprint lower than the MSCI ACWI Paris-

Aligned index which itself has a carbon footprint 50% lower than the standard MSCI index with an annual

decarbonisation target of at least 7%.

• The Jupiter Global Sustainable Equities Fund was added to the range. This fund aims to invest in ‘high
quality companies leading the transition to a more sustainable economy’ and maintains an 80% lower

carbon footprint than the benchmark MSCI All Countries World Index.

• The JPMAM Global Sustainable Equity Fund was added the range. This fund is based on a research-

driven strategy that aims to outperform the benchmark by investing in companies JPMAM considers

sustainability leaders or those that are on a path to becoming sustainability leaders.

• The JPMAM UK Sustainable Equity Fund was added to the range. This fund aims to provide capital

growth over the long term (5-10 years) by investing at least 80% of the fund’s assets in the shares of UK
Sustainable Companies in any economic sector, or companies that demonstrate improving sustainable

characteristics. Sustainable Companies are those that the manager believes to have effective

governance and superior management of environmental and social issues.

• The Nordea Global Climate & Social Impact Fund was added to the range. This fund aims to provide

long term investment growth and to create a positive environmental and social impact. The management

team focuses on companies that develop climate and environment-friendly solutions, such as renewable

energy and resource efficiency, or social solutions through their products or services, and that appear to

offer superior growth prospects and investment characteristics.

• The Trustee created a blended fund, the JPM UK Pension Plan Sustainable Global Equity Portfolio.
This fund is a blend of sustainable funds comprising 40% JPMAM Global Sustainable Equity, 30% of

Jupiter Global Sustainable Equities Fund and 30% of Nordea Global Climate & Social Impact Fund.
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J.P. MORGAN UK PENSION PLAN (the “Plan”) 
Requirement Relevant SIP Policy In the year to 31 December 2021 

During the year, JPMAM announced that the funds that it provides via its life company would switch to being 

Open-Ended Investment Company funds (‘OEIC’). The funds affected by this change and the Trustee’s 
responses to these changes are summarised below: 

• The JPMAM Life Emerging Market Equity Fund, JPMAM Life Liquidity Fund, and JPMAM Life UK

Dynamic Fund transitioned to OEIC equivalent funds, with no change to the underlying assets. 

• The JPMAM Life Balanced Fund had no OEIC equivalent. The assets in this fund were transferred to

the Baillie Gifford Managed Fund. 

• The JPMAM Life Diversified Equity Fund had no OEIC equivalent. The assets in this fund were

transferred to the newly created JPM UK Pension Plan Sustainable Global Equity Portfolio. 
Risk and return, 

including the ways in 

which risks are to be 

measured and 

managed, and the 

expected return on 

investments. 

Section 4. As detailed in the SIP, the Trustee considers a number of risks when deciding investment policies, strategic 

asset allocation, the choice of fund managers, funds and asset classes.  

The Trustee reviewed the measurement of key investment risks on a quarterly basis during the year as part 

of its regular governance programme, and also considered interim intra-quarter updates periodically. These 

reports were provided by the Plan’s Investment Consultant and include: 

- The performance of all funds relative to the benchmarks set by the Trustee. This assists in measuring

the risks stated in the SIP in relation to market risk, volatility risk, and investment manager risk.

- Manager research ratings published by the Investment Consultant, which provide an assessment of the

likelihood of a fund’s performance objective being met. Again, this helps with the measurement and
management of investment manager risks.

In addition, as part of preparation for each meeting with the Plan’s investment managers, the Investment 

Consultant prepared a manager briefing paper which detailed the manager’s performance, risk metrics, fees, 
and other information. These papers were considered by the Investment Committee prior to each meeting 

in order to review the manager against the mandate objectives and the relevant policies.   

The IC maintains a risk register, and alongside ongoing review of risks in the register and their mitigations, 

the Trustee conducted a formal review of the risk register and the Plan’s controls during Q1 2021. This 

review encompassed risks relating to investment strategy and investment management arrangements. The 

investment related risks on the  risk register were a standing item at Trustee meetings with risks relating to 

the monitoring of investments considered at each meeting.  

The Trustee is satisfied that the SIP policies have been followed during the period. 
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Requirement Relevant SIP Policy In the year to 31 December 2021 

Realisation of 

investments. 

Section 4 details 

risks associated with 

realisation and 

illiquidity of assets, 

and how the Trustee 

mitigates such risks, 

notably 4.7.  

No changes to the liquidity of the funds used by the Plan were experienced during the year. All funds used 

are daily dealt pooled investment vehicles, accessed via insurance contracts. 

The Trustee receives an administration report each quarter which details the extent to which core financial 

transactions (including investments and disinvestments) have been processed within service level 

agreements and regulatory timelines. There were no issues experienced with realisation of investments 

within the Plan during the period.  

Financial and non-

financial considerations 

and how those are 

taken into account in the 

selection, retention and 

realisation of 

investments. 

The Trustee 

considers the risks in 

the SIP to be 

‘financially material’. 
Section 10.10 also 

covers non-financial 

matters. 

As part of its advice on the selection and ongoing review of the investment managers, the Plan's Investment 

Consultant incorporates its assessment of the nature and effectiveness of managers’ approaches to 

financially material considerations (including climate change and other ESG considerations), voting and 

engagement.   

Over the year the Trustee took various steps to consider ESG matters, including via the addition of a range 

of sustainable funds within the Plan’s range, as detailed earlier in this table.  

The Trustee also monitors ESG integration on a regular basis, aided by the provision of reports and updates 

from its investment managers and Investment Consultant. In particular, the Plan’s Investment Committee 
has established an ESG metrics template which is prepared by the Investment Consultant prior to meetings 

with each investment manager, and which includes for example emissions-based metrics such as carbon 

footprint, and case studies of the managers’ ESG-related engagement activities. 

Exercise of rights 

(including voting rights) 

attaching to investments 

and undertaking 

engagement activities. 

Section 9. During the Plan year, the Plan continued to invest solely in pooled funds, where voting and engagement 

activities are delegated to the investment managers. The Trustee has developed a governance framework 

around voting and engagement which encompasses the following activities: 

- Use of an ESG metrics template for each mandate, which includes stewardship example.

- As part of work in relation to the ESG metrics template, the Trustee requested that the investment

managers confirm compliance with the principles of the UK Stewardship Code, and asked that they

confirm that they are signatories to the UN Principles of Responsible Investment.

- When the investment managers present to the Investment Committee (this takes place no less frequently

than annually for each manager / mandate), the manager is asked to highlight key voting and

engagement activity and the impact on the portfolio.
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J.P. MORGAN UK PENSION PLAN (the “Plan”) 
Requirement Relevant SIP Policy In the year to 31 December 2021 

How the arrangements 

incentivise the manager 

to align its investment 

strategy and decisions 

with Trustee policies. 

Section 10. No changes to policy during the year, which has been followed as outlined in the SIP. 

How the arrangement 

incentivises a manager 

to make decisions 

based on assessment of 

medium to long term 

financial / non-financial 

performance of an 

issuer of debt or equity 

and to engage with 

issuers to improve 

performance. 

Section 10. No changes to policy during the year, which has been followed as outlined in the SIP. 

How the method & time 

horizon of evaluation of 

the manager’s 
performance and the 

remuneration for asset 

management services 

are in line with the 

trustees’ policies. 

Section 10. The Trustee reviewed short term and long term investment performance through quarterly investment 

reports. In addition, as part of preparation for each meeting with the investment managers, the Investment 

Consultant prepared a manager briefing paper which detailed the manager’s performance and fees, and 
other information. These papers were considered by the Investment Committee prior to each meeting in 

order to review the manager against the mandate objectives and the relevant policies.   

The Investment Consultant supports the Trustee with an annual assessment of the extent to which the Plan 

provides value for members. This includes benchmarking the fees paid by members. During the year, this 

annual benchmarking was undertaken and discussed at the Trustee meeting held on 23 June 2021.  

How the Trustees 

monitor portfolio 

turnover costs incurred, 

and how they define and 

monitor targeted 

portfolio turnover or 

turnover range. 

Section 10. Transaction costs are monitored annually as part of preparation of the annual Chair’s Statement which is 
published on a public website.  

The Trustee will continue to monitor transaction costs but has not set portfolio turnover targets; the Trustee 

instead assess performance net of the impact of the costs of turnover. 
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J.P. MORGAN UK PENSION PLAN (the “Plan”) 
Requirement Relevant SIP Policy In the year to 31 December 2021 

The duration of the 

arrangement with the 

asset manager. 

Section 10. No changes to policy during the year, which has been followed as outlined in the SIP. 
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4. Non-Financial Matters

As stated in the SIP policy (paragraphs 9.6 – 9.8), the Trustee considers feedback from

members, including on non-financial matters, and where appropriate will reflect on feedback

received as part of any discussions relating to the available fund range. This includes any

personal views expressed by members on non-financial, ethical and social considerations.

Members have a variety of methods by which they can make views known to the Trustee. No

specific investment-related feedback was received during the Plan year from members as

regards non-financial investment views.

5. Voting Activity – Key Statistics

The Trustee has delegated investment voting rights to the investment managers. Investment

managers are expected to provide voting summary reporting on a regular basis, at least

annually. The reports will be reviewed by the Trustee, via the Investment Committee, to ensure

that they align with the Trustee’s policy. The Trustee does not use the direct services of a proxy
voter.

The majority of voting activity will arise in respect of public equities. The Trustee has received 

information relating to funds that invest in public equities during the Plan year.  

The Plan makes available to members the following daily dealt and daily priced pooled funds.  A number 

of  these funds are blended into a single fund, but the underlying investments are spread across a range 

of funds, as shown in the table. The funds highlighted in blue rows in the table hold equities. 

Funds used in Default Strategy (also available as Freestyle options) 

Fund Underlying Manager / Fund Strategic Asset 
Allocation % 

Default Initial 

Growth 

LGIM Carbon Transition Global Equity * 55.0 

LGIM FTSE Global Developed Small Cap Equity Index 15.0 

LGIM MSCI Minimum Volatility Equity Index 15.0 

Partners Group Generations 15.0 

Default Mid 

Growth 

LGIM Diversified 30.0 

Nordea Diversified Returns Strategy 20.0 

Abrdn Global Absolute Return Strategies 20.0 

Baillie Gifford Diversified Growth 20.0 

Partners Group Generations 10.0 

Default 

Retirement 

LGIM Pre-Retirement 75.0 

JPMAM UK Liquidity 25.0 

*This Fund replaced the prior LGIM Global Equity Fixed Weight (30:70) Index Fund during the Plan year.
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Freestyle Funds 

 EQUITY FUNDS OTHER FUNDS 

UK Equity Balanced 
LGIM UK Equity (5% Capped) Baillie Gifford Managed 

Baillie Gifford UK Equity Focus Diversified 
JPMAM UK Dynamic LGIM Diversified 

JPMAM UK Sustainable Equity Baillie Gifford Diversified Growth 

Global Equity Abrdn GARS 

LGIM Global Equity (30:70) Nordea Diversified Return 

LGIM World Equity Partners Generations 
LGIM World Equity (Hedged) Bonds and Cash 
LGIM Global Small Cap LGIM Pre-retirement 

LGIM World Minimum Volatility Index LGIM Over 5 Year Index-linked Gilts 

LGIM Carbon Transition Global Equity (30:70) Fidelity Aggregate Bond 

Baillie Gifford Worldwide Discovery Insight Absolute Return 

HSBC Islamic Global Equity JPMAM Flexible Credit 

Sustainable Global Equity Putnam Global High Yield Bond 

Baillie Gifford Paris Aligned Global Alpha Colchester Local Markets Bond 

Baillie Gifford Positive Change JPMAM UK Liquidity 

Jupiter Global Sustainable LGIM Euro Liquidity 

Nordea Global Climate & Social Impact Property 
JPMAM Global Sustainable Equity Abrdn Property 

Global Sustainable Equity Blend 

Regional Equity 
LGIM North America Equity 
LGIM Europe (ex-UK) 
LGIM Japan 
LGIM Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) 
LGIM Emerging Market Equity 
JPMAM Emerging Market Equity 
Baillie Gifford Emerging Market 

Investment Manager Voting Disclosures 

As shown in the tables, the Plan invests in funds managed by a number of investment managers. The voting 

policies of the managers have been received and considered by the Trustee and the Trustee deems these 

policies to be consistent with its investment beliefs. 

Overview of voting activity carried out on behalf of the Trustee 

The Trustee has been provided with voting disclosure, which are summarised overleaf, taking the funds that 

invest in public equities from the tables above and splitting the funds used within the Default Strategy blends 

into their component parts, as voting is undertaken at the underlying fund level.
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Underlying Investment Manager / Fund 

12 Months to 31 December 2021 

No. of meetings 

eligible to vote 

No. of resolutions 

eligible to vote 

% resolutions 

voted on where 

eligible 

Of resolutions 

voted, % voted 

with management 

Of resolutions voted, 

% voted against 

management 

Of resolutions 

voted, % 

abstained 

UK Equity 

LGIM UK Equity (5% Capped) 706 9,912 100.0% 92.8% 7.2% 0.0% 

Baillie Gifford UK Equity Focus 57 937 97.2% 99.0% 0.9% 0.1% 

JPMAM UK Dynamic 76 1,268 96.8% 99.1% 0.9% 0.0% 

JPMAM UK Sustainable Equity 25 470 100.0% 99.4% 0.6% 0.0% 

Global Equity 

LGIM Global Equity (30:70) 6,269 64,914 99.9% 82.3% 16.7% 1.0% 

LGIM World Equity 2,635 31,679 99.8% 80.2% 19.0% 0.8% 

LGIM World Equity (Hedged) 2,635 31,679 99.8% 80.2% 19.0% 0.8% 

LGIM Global Small Cap 3,311 34,112 99.6% 76.8% 23.1% 0.1% 

LGIM World Minimum Volatility Index 362 4,969 100.0% 79.3% 20.6% 0.1% 

LGIM Carbon Trans Global Equity (30:70) 3,047 31,032 100.0% 80.6% 18.7% 0.7% 

Baillie Gifford Worldwide Discovery 78 682 97.1% 97.0% 3.0% 0.0% 

HSBC Islamic Global Equity 103 108 93.0% 89.0% 11.0% 0.0% 

Sustainable Global Equity 

Baillie Gifford Paris Aligned Global Alpha 43 605 94.1% 98.2% 1.4% 0.4% 

Baillie Gifford Positive Change 38 354 94.1% 97.3% 2.4% 0.3% 

Jupiter Global Sustainable 44 686 100.0% 96.5% 3.5% 0.0% 

Nordea Global Climate & Social Impact1 6 52 100.0% 88.5% 11.5% 0.0% 

JPMAM Global Sustainable Equity1 3 57 100.0% 94.7% 5.3% 0.0% 

1 These funds was launched in July 2021, after the voting season, hence the relatively low number of votes. 
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Underlying Investment Manager / Fund 

12 Months to 31 December 2021 

No. of meetings 

eligible to vote 

No. of resolutions 

eligible to vote 

% resolutions 

voted on where 

eligible 

Of resolutions 

voted, % voted 

with management 

Of resolutions voted, 

% voted against 

management 

Of resolutions 

voted, % 

abstained 

Global Sustainable Equity Blend 
This is a blended fund – please refer to the disclosures for the 3 funds within it (Jupiter Global 

Sustainable, Nordea Global Climate & Social Impact, JPMAM Global Sustainable Equity) 

Regional Equity 

LGIM North America Equity 638 7,846 99.7% 70.9% 29.0% 0.1% 

LGIM Europe (ex-UK) 463 7,665 100.0% 82.2% 17.4% 0.4% 

LGIM Japan 442 5,306 100.0% 86.3% 13.7% 0.0% 

LGIM Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) 329 2,308 100.0% 72.4% 27.3% 0.3% 

LGIM Emerging Market Equity 3,627 31,303 99.8% 81.8% 16.3% 1.9% 

JPMAM Emerging Market Equity 111 991 92.0% 94.0% 5.0% 1.0% 

Baillie Gifford Emerging Market 107 953 100.0% 91.1% 3.1% 5.8% 

Balanced 

Baillie Gifford Managed 235 2,977 98.5 97.1 1.4 1.5 

Diversified 

LGIM Diversified 7,721 78,917 98.6% 79.1% 20.2% 0.7% 

Baillie Gifford Diversified Growth 132 1,505 88.8% 96.0% 3.4% 0.6% 

Abrdn GARS 136 1,716 99.9% 84.6% 15.2% 0.2% 

Nordea Diversified Return 195 2,396 99.9% 88.5% 10.9% 0.6% 

Partners Generations 68 931 100.0% 94.0% 4.0% 2.0% 
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6. Voting Activity – Significant Votes

The following tables provide an example from each fund used by the Plan of a voting issue that

arose within one of the Plan’s funds, that the Trustee and the manager deems significant.

UK Equity Funds 

Fund LGIM UK Equity (5% Capped) 

Company Frasers Group Plc 

Item To approve the company’s annual report & accounts 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This vote was significant because it relates to one of LGIM’s engagement themes: 

Human Rights / Inequality. 

Rationale 

LGIM expect UK-listed companies to meet the requirements of the Modern Slavery 

Act 2015, including a requirement for companies to provide a statement setting out 

steps taken to ensure that slavery and human trafficking is not taking place within 

their operations or supply chain. The statement should also be signed by the board 

of directors. LGIM will sanction companies that fail to meet the requirements of the 

Act for two consecutive years, and voted against the approval of the annual accounts 

to signal their concerns. LGIM’s engagement with the company did suggest that it 

will be compliant with the Modern Slavery Act by the end of 2021, but LGIM 

considered this to be insufficient cause to change their vote. 

Date of Vote 
29 September 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

The resolution 

passed 

Fund Baillie Gifford UK Equity Focus 

Company BHP Group 

Item Climate disclosures 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This resolution was considered significant because it was submitted by shareholders 

and received greater than 20% support. It was also in line with management's 

recommendation. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford supported a resolution put forward by shareholders requesting for the 

company to strengthen its review of industry associations in order to ensure that it 

identifies areas of inconsistency with the Paris Climate Agreement. Climate change 

is a material issue for the company and Baillie Gifford believe that the board has 

responsibility for ensuring successful implementation of the climate strategy. This 

shareholder proposal was considered to be aligned with the board‘s views. 

Date of Vote 
14 October 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder 

resolution  
Outcome 

The shareholder 

resolution passed 

Fund JPMAM UK Dynamic 

Company AstraZeneca 

Item Amend performance share plan 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

JPMAM define “significant” votes as those where JPMAM are a major shareholder in 

their portfolios, where the vote is likely to be close or contentious, or where there may 

be potential material consequences for our clients. 

Rationale 

AstraZeneca sought approval for a new remuneration policy only a year after gaining 

support for a previous iteration, which had been intended to have a three-year term. 

Changes included a large increase in potential variable pay for the CEO. JPMAM 

prefer pay policies to be longer-term, and preferably to survive three years. While 

there was acknowledgement of the CEO’s performance, JPMAM did not believe 

performance justified an increase from 650% to 900% of salary in two years. 

Date of 

Vote 

11 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for management), but c40% 

of shareholders voted against 
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Fund JPMAM UK Sustainable Equity 

Company Mitie 

Item Approve remuneration policy 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

JPMAM define “significant” votes as those where JPMAM are a major shareholder in 

their portfolios, where the vote is likely to be close or contentious, or where there may 

be potential material consequences for our clients. 

Rationale 

A one-off incentive scheme was proposed by the company’s management, with a 
plan designed to incentivise senior leadership to deliver on the benefits of an 

acquisition. Voting advisory groups (including the group used by JPMAM, Institutional 

Shareholder Services), recommended that shareholders should vote against the 

scheme on the grounds the rewards were excessive and without compelling rationale. 

Date of Vote 
27 July 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for management) but with 

c30% of shareholders voting 

against.  

Global Equity Funds 

Fund LGIM Global Equity (30:70) 

Company Imperial Brands plc 

Item Approval of remuneration report and remuneration policy 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

LGIM consider this significant due to their concerns over the ratcheting up of executive 

pay, and because they voted against management. 

Rationale 

This company appointed a new CEO during 2020, who was granted a significantly 

higher base salary than his predecessor. LGIM note that higher base pay has a knock-

on impact on short- and long-term incentives, and on pension contributions. Further, 

LGIM believe that the company did not apply best practice in relation to post-exit 

shareholding guidelines as outlined by LGIM and the Investment Association. A new 

CEO with no prior experience in the sector, or CEO experience at a FTSE100 

company, should, in LGIM’s view, have to prove themself beforehand to be set a base 

salary at the level, or higher, of an outgoing CEO with multiple years of experience.  

Date of 

Vote 

3 February 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome Pass (for management) 

Fund LGIM World Equity (Hedged & Unhedged, the underlying fund is the same) 

Company Intel Corporation. 

Item Shareholder resolution for a report on Global Median Gender / Racial Pay Gap 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

LGIM view gender diversity as a financially material issue. 

Rationale 

LGIM voted for a resolution requesting that the Intel report on its gender and racial 

pay gaps, on the grounds of transparency – LGIM expects companies to disclose 

meaningful information on this topic, as well as expecting them to set out the 

initiatives the company is applying to close any gaps. LGIM note that as part of their 

efforts to influence companies on having greater gender balance, they expect all 

companies in which they invest to have at least one female on their board, with 

stronger requirements applying in the UK, North America, Europe, and Japan. 

Date of Vote 
13 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder resolution 

(against management) 
Outcome 

The shareholder 

resolution failed 
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Fund LGIM Global Small Cap 

Company Carnival Plc 

Item Re-election of a named Director 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

LGIM view gender diversity as a financially material issue, and this company is also 

a meaningful holding within the portfolio (c4.5% as at 31 December 2021). 

Rationale 

As part of LGIM’s efforts to influence investee companies on having greater gender 
balance, LGIM apply voting sanctions to FTSE 350 companies such as Carnival that 

do not have a minimum of 30% women on the board.  

Date of Vote 28 April 2021 
Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 

Fund LGIM World Minimum Volatility Index 

Company McDonald's Corporation 

Item 
Shareholder resolution requesting that the company report on antibiotics and public 

health costs. 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

LGIM consider this vote significant as they took the rare step of publicly pre-declaring 

their voting intention before the shareholder meeting. Pre-declaring a vote intention 

is a tool LGIM use for a number of reasons, including where they consider a vote to 

be contentious, or as part of a specific engagement programme. 

Rationale 

LGIM voted in favour of the shareholder resolution as they believe the proposed 

report will contribute to informing stakeholders of the negative externalities created 

by the sustained use of antibiotics in the company’s supply chain and its impact on 
global health. LGIM believe that, without coordinated action today, antimicrobial 

resistance could prompt a global health crisis, with a potentially dramatic impact on 

the planet, its people, and global GDP.  

Date of Vote 
20 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder 

resolution 

(against 

management)  

Outcome 
The shareholder 

resolution failed 

Fund LGIM Carbon Transition Global Equity (30:70) 

Company Lasertec Corp. 

Item Election of a named director 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

LGIM views gender diversity as a financially material issue 

Rationale 

As part of ongoing efforts to influence Japanese companies on having greater gender 

balance, and following a campaign on gender diversity in Japan in 2019, LGIM 

decided to escalate its voting policy. In 2020, LGIM announced that it would be voting 

against all companies of a certain market capitalisation that do not have at least one 

woman on their board. In 2021, the scope of this policy was expanded to include a 

larger number of companies. In the case of this particular vote, LGIM voted against 

the election of a director as the company in question did not meet LGIM’s minimum 
standards. 

Date of 

Vote 

28 September 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 
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Fund Baillie Gifford Worldwide Discovery 

Company Axon Enterprise 

Item Shareholder Resolution - Governance 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

This resolution was deemed significant because it was submitted by shareholders 

and received greater than 20% support. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford supported a shareholder resolution requesting the company adopt a 

majority voting standard for director elections. Baillie Gifford believe that this will 

promote accountability of the board and represents a good governance practice. 

Date of Vote 27 May 2021 
Voting 

Decision 
For Outcome 

The shareholder 

resolution passed 

Fund HSBC Islamic Global Equity 

Company Chevron Corporation 

Item Shareholder resolution to reduce scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

The vote was against management recommendations and also related to climate 

considerations, which HSBC have prioritised as a significant issue for voting activity. 

Rationale 

HSBC support the principle of adopting quantitative greenhouse gas emission 

reduction targets. The company concerned had fallen short of investors' expectations 

and was, in HSBC’s view, lagging its peers in commitments to action on climate 
transition. 

Date of Vote 

26 

May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder resolution 

(against management 

recommendation) 

Outcome 

Pass – majority of 

shareholders voted 

in favour 

Sustainable Global Equity Funds 

Fund Baillie Gifford Paris Aligned Global Alpha 

Company Deutsche Boerse AG 

Item Election of a named director as chair of the risk committee 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

This was a vote against management, and specifically a vote against management’s 
recommendation to appoint a particular individual. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford opposed the election of the chair of the risk committee. Subsequent 

to the individual being put forward, he had to stand down from a similar position at 

another company due to ongoing investigations regarding their risk practices. Whilst 

no evidence of wrong doing has been found against the individual specifically, the 

ongoing investigations at another company led to Baillie Gifford feeling unable to 

support his re-election to the same position at Deutsche Boerse. 

Date of Vote 
19 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 
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Fund Baillie Gifford Positive Change 

Company Tesla, Inc. 

Item Shareholder Resolution – Social issues 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

This resolution was deemed significant because it was submitted by shareholders 

and received greater than 20% support. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford supported a shareholder resolution requesting a report on the 

company's use of arbitration to resolve employee disputes. Baillie Gifford believe 

that additional disclosure and transparency on this provision would be helpful in 

understanding Tesla's workplace practices, and had previously supported a similar 

shareholder proposal at the 2020 AGM.  

Date of 

Vote 

7 October 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder resolution 

(against management 

recommendation) 

Outcome 

The 

shareholder 

resolution 

failed. 

Fund Jupiter Global Sustainable 

Company Amazon 

Item 

Shareholder proposal requesting a report on customers' use of Amazon’s 
surveillance and computer vision services and cloud products, and their potential 

contribution to human rights violations 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

Jupiter deemed this a financially material issue. 

Rationale 
Jupiter decided to vote in favour of the shareholder proposal following 

considerations that disclosures may better enable shareholders to assess risks. 

Date of Vote 
26 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder 

proposal 
Outcome 

The shareholder 

proposal failed 

Fund Nordea Global Climate and Social Impact 

Company Aspen Technology 

Item Advisory vote to ratify named Executive Officers' compensation 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

Nordea consider significant votes to be those that are severely against its 

principles, and where Nordea feel that they need to enact change in the company. 

The process stems from first identifying the most important holdings, based on size 

of ownership, size of holding, environmental, social, and governance factors, or 

any other relevant reason. From there, Nordea benchmark voting decisions versus 

its voting policy. 

Rationale 

Nordea believe that bonuses and share based incentives only should be paid when 

management reach clearly defined and relevant targets which are aligned with the 

interest of the shareholders. For a large part of the incentive program for this 

portfolio holding, Nordea note that performance targets lack detail, and the 

clawback policy is also lacking. As such Nordea voted against management. 

Nordea intend to continue to be critical of poorly structured renumeration programs 

with large proportions of time based variable compensation. 

Date of Vote 
10 December 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome For management. 
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Fund JPMAM Global Sustainable Equity 

Company Microsoft 

Item Report on effectiveness of workplace sexual harassment policies 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This was a vote against management on a contentious issue. 

Rationale 

At the company’s annual meeting a proposal was put forward by an activist 
investor which called for independent assessment of Microsoft’s sexual 
harassment processes, as well as public reporting. Microsoft’s management had 

faced criticism over its handling of highly publicised sexual harassment allegations 

brought by a former employee.  

JPMAM voted in favour of the proposal, in support of transparency. 

Date of Vote 
30 November 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder 

resolution 
Outcome Pass 

Regional Equity Funds 

Fund LGIM North America Equity Index 

Company Wells Fargo & Company 

Item Resolution calling for report on racial equity audit 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

LGIM views diversity as a financially material issue. 

Rationale 

LGIM voted in favour of a resolution calling for a report on diversity matters, on the 

grounds that LGIM supports proposals related to diversity and inclusion policies. 

The proposed report would have enhanced transparency. 

Date of Vote 27 April 2021 
Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder 

resolution  
Outcome 

The shareholder 

resolution failed 

Fund LGIM Europe (ex UK) Equity Index 

Company Swiss Life Holding AG 

Item Resolution to re-elect a named Director and Board Chair 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

LGIM consider gender diversity to be a financially material issue. 

Rationale 

LGIM have a long-standing approach to engaging with companies on gender 

diversity.  

As part of LGIM’s efforts to influence investee companies on having greater gender 
balance, they expect companies in well-governed markets such as Switzerland to 

have at least 30% women on their boards. Where this is not the case, they will use 

voting rights in relation to director appointments in order to exert influence. 

Date of Vote 
23 April 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 
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Fund LGIM Japan Equity Index 

Company SoftBank 

Item Resolution to amend articles to allow virtual only shareholder meetings 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This was a high profile vote where the company proposed a change to allow virtual-

only meetings beyond the temporary regulatory relief effective during the pandemic. 

Rationale 

LGIM voted against this proposal. Japanese companies have been able to hold 

virtual meetings using temporary regulatory relief (without amending articles) for two 

years, but LGIM note that the passage of this proposal would authorise the company 

to hold virtual meetings permanently, without further need to consult shareholders, 

even after the COVID-19 pandemic is resolved.  

The proposed language, in LGIM’s view, failed to specify situations under which 

virtual meetings would be held, raising concerns that meaningful exchange between 

the company and shareholders could be hindered, especially in controversial 

situations. 

Date of 

Vote 

22 June 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 

Fund LGIM Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) Equity Index 

Company Suntec Real Estate Investment Trust 

Item 
Resolution to adopt the Report of the Trustee of the Suntec Real Estate Investment 

Trust, Statement by the Manager, Audited Financial Statements & Auditors' Report 

Criteria for 

assessing 

as 

significant 

LGIM considers this vote to be significant as it was applied under LGIM‘s Climate 
Impact Pledge, an engagement programme targeting some of the world's largest 

companies on their strategic management of climate change. 

Rationale 

LGIM do not believe that the company met minimum standards with regards to 

climate change risk management and disclosure. As such, they used their voting 

rights to vote against the acceptance of a series of annual statements. 

Date of 

Vote 

15 April 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome Pass (for management) 

Fund LGIM Emerging Markets Equity Index 

Company China Construction Bank Corporation 

Item Resolution to approve the report of the Board of Directors 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

LGIM considers this vote significant as it was applied under LGIM’s Climate Impact 

Pledge, an engagement programme targeting some of the world's largest 

companies on their strategic management of climate change. 

Rationale 

LGIM consider that China Construction Bank Corporation does not meet minimum 

standards with regards to climate change risk management and disclosure. As 

such, to signal their concerns LGIM voted against the annual report of the Board of 

Directors. 

Date of Vote 25 June 2021 
Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 
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Fund JPMAM Emerging Market Equity 

Company China Gas Holdings Limited 

Item Election of two named directors 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This was a vote against management in two cases, both relating to board 

independence and governance. 

Rationale 

JPMAM voted against the election of an executive director who is the board Chair’s 
brother, due to concerns about board independence and effectiveness. In the case 

of a second proposed director, JPMAM voted against the appointment due to 

independence concerns, as their tenure on the board exceeded 9 years. 

Date of Vote 
18 August 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 
Against management Outcome 

Pass (in favour 

of management) 

Fund Baillie Gifford Emerging Market Equity 

Company ICICI Prudential Life Insurance 

Item Election of named Director 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

Baillie Gifford opposed management in relation to the election of a director. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford opposed the election of a shareholder representative as he sits on the 

audit committee, which Baillie Gifford believe should be composed entirely of 

independent directors. Although Indian corporate governance only requires the audit 

committee to be two thirds independent, Baillie Gifford consider that an audit 

committee should be fully independent and do not believe it is appropriate for a 

shareholder representative to be a member of the audit committee as it presents a 

potential conflict of interest. 

Date of 

Vote 

25 June  

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

Against 

management 
Outcome Pass (for management) 

Balanced Funds 

Fund Baillie Gifford Managed 

Company Netflix, Inc. 

Item Shareholder resolution requesting transparency on political spending 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This resolution was deemed significant because it was submitted by shareholders 

and received greater than 20% support. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford supported a shareholder resolution for a report on political 

contributions as they believe that enhanced disclosures on the company's policies 

and procedures would be in shareholders' best interests. 

Baillie Gifford noted at the time of the vote that Netflix did not disclose information 

regarding its political contributions management or oversight, and did not disclose 

information on amounts spent on political contributions or monies given to trade 

associations, or provide a list of trade associations or other advocacy groups it may 

support. The manager supported the request for more information given the lack of 

disclosure, and continue to engage on this and other topics with Netflix. 

Date of Vote 
3 June 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder resolution 

(against management) 
Outcome Pass 
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Diversified Growth Funds 

Fund LGIM Diversified 

Company Recruit Holdings Co., Ltd 

Item Resolution to amend articles to allow virtual only shareholder meetings 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This was a high profile vote where the company proposed a change in articles to 

allow virtual-only Annual General Meetings beyond the temporary regulatory relief 

introduced during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Rationale 

LGIM note that Japanese companies have been able to hold shareholder virtual 

meetings using temporary regulatory relief (without amending articles) for two years, 

but the passage of this proposal would authorise the company to hold virtual 

meetings permanently, without further need to consult shareholders, even after the 

current health crisis is resolved. LGIM believe that the proposed language fails to 

specify situations under which virtual meetings will be held, raising concerns that 

meaningful exchange between the company and shareholders could be hindered. 

Date of Vote 17 June 2021 
Voting 

Decision 

Against the 

resolution 
Outcome 

The resolution 

passed 

Fund Baillie Gifford Diversified Growth 

Company Greggs Plc 

Item Approval of remuneration report 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

The vote was in opposition to management proposals on remuneration, which Baillie 

Gifford consider a significant issue. 

Rationale 

Baillie Gifford opposed the resolution to approve the remuneration report because of 

the Remuneration Committee's decision not to align executive directors' pensions 

with the workforce until four years after the Investment Association's guidance. 

Baillie Gifford expect companies to align pension contributions for their executive 

team with that of the wider workforce by the end of 2022. Greggs stated in their 

annual report that the pensions of their current executives would not be aligned until 

2026 which Baillie Gifford do not consider acceptable. Following submission of the 

vote, Baillie Gifford engaged with Greggs, who stated that they would review the 

position at their next remuneration policy review, ahead of the 2023 AGM. 

Date of Vote 
14 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 
Against management Outcome 

Pass (for 

management) 

Fund Abrdn Global Absolute Return Strategies (GARS) 

Company The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

Item Resolution requiring the company to produce a report on a racial equity audit 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

The vote related to a shareholder resolution where the manager had engaged with 

the company on the resolution topic, and the manager then voted contrary to 

management recommendations. 

Rationale 

Abrdn had engaged with the company to discuss its approach to diversity and 

inclusion (D&I) and had been impressed by its approach. Abrdn therefore believed 

that support of this shareholder resolution, requesting a report on Racial Equity, 

would help bolster these efforts and demonstrate the positive steps being taken. 

Abrdn recognise that it is hard to measure D&I and that there are multiple factors 

driving these provisions which could be misconstrued. However, Abrdn believe the 

resolution is not overly prescriptive and allows the company an acceptable margin of 

freedom to address the data challenge. 

Date of Vote 
20 May 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 

For shareholder resolution 

(against management) 
Outcome 

The shareholder 

resolution failed 
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Fund Nordea Diversified Return 

Company Nike 

Item Report on pay gaps (shareholder proposal) 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

Nordea consider significant votes to be those that are severely against its principles, 

and where Nordea feel that they need to enact change in the company. The process 

stems from first identifying the most important holdings, based on size of ownership, 

size of holding, environmental, social, and governance factors, or any other relevant 

reason. From there, Nordea benchmark voting decisions versus its voting policy. 

Rationale 

Nordea supported a shareholder proposal requesting that Nike report on median pay 

gaps across race and gender, including associated policy, reputational, competitive 

and operational risks, and risks related to recruiting and retaining diverse talent.  

Nordea believe that shareholders would benefit from additional disclosures on these 

issues, allowing them to better assess the company.  

Date of Vote 
6 October 

2021 

Voting 

Decision 
For Outcome 

The shareholder resolution 

failed. 

Fund Partners Group Generations 

Company Hearthside Food Solutions 

Item Engagement activity in relation to environmental, social, and governance issues 

Criteria for 

assessing as 

significant 

This was not a voting issue, as Partners Group has board control of privately held 

companies in the fund’s portfolio. However, Partners Group have provided the 

information as an example of a significant engagement activity during the year. 

Rationale 

Hearthside has several ongoing environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 

initiatives but did not have a more structured or centralised ESG program. To 

address this, Partners Group implemented a new ESG governance structure in 

2021, including establishing a new operational contact. Additionally, the Chief HR 

Officer is now building out a diversity and inclusion program, beginning with a 

framework and engagement survey in August 2021. 

Vote details 
N/a – Partners Group invest in non-listed markets and operate as private owners. 

The example above relates to a significant engagement. 
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